Eagle Quantum Premier® Safety System


The Eagle Quantum Premier® (EQP) Safety System achieved FM 3010 approval in accordance with NFPA 72® National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code, 2013 Edition. All EQP fire and gas safety systems and devices manufactured since June 2018, including those in hazardous location-rated enclosures, are now approved to FM 3010 in accordance with NFPA 72:2013.

NFPA 72: 2013 provides the latest safety provisions for flame and gas alarm control used for automatic releasing and pre-action systems. Our EQP fire and gas safety system can be installed in any jurisdiction that has adopted NFPA 72, including NFPA 72:2013.

The EQP safety system has maintained the approval as initiating devices for flame and gas detectors since 2010. Traditional fire panels are only able to supply gas monitoring when gas detectors are connected to the panels. Our EQP safety system continues to support gas detectors for initiation in automatic releasing systems, providing a certified solution for both flame and gas applications.